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A reliable partner for over four decades 
sitour is a world market leader in mountain sports information and advertising space. sitour supports the comfort 

and safety of 200 million summer and winter sports guests in about 1,000 alpine destinations. When it comes 

to cable car companies, sitour is not only a designer and producer of ski run markers, panorama boards, ski run 

guidance systems, entry gates and much more, but also an adviser on ski slope safety issues. 

About 200 mountain sport regions in Austria alone are among sitour’s partners. In addition to other sitour  

European branches in Germany, Italy, the Czech Republic and Slovakia, sitour is also successfully active in the 

USA.

Trust in the best. 
Trust sitour.
Take advantage of our extensive know-how based  
on decades of experience.  

Profit from the knowledge of a strong 
international expert team.
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Panorama Info System
Panorama info systems provide the best overview of the most 
beautiful winter sport and hiking areas. The fast means of infor-
mation is popular with vacationing guests, mountain lovers, ski-
ers and snowboarders alike.

With the direct electronic displays, the panorama boards show 
the current situational data – for instance what lifts are ope-
rating, whether there is an avalanche threat or if ski runs are 
closed.

Naturally the current weather conditions, including tempera-
ture, wind speed and snow depth, can be transmitted directly to 
the panorama boards with the “CPS” ski slope info system.
Scrolling text also reports on current events in the region. 

A general display module independent of language provides 
guests with quick orientation using symbols (e.g., red X, green 
checkmark).

Furthermore, graphics-compatible LED displays not only show 
various heights and types of fonts in single or multiple lines, but 
also illustrate logos and symbols. Everything of interest to your 
guests is thus presented quickly, clearly and noticeably.

Frame construction
The galvanized frame construction is 
adapted to the sitour standard sizes 
of the picture and caption boards.  
The construction includes base stands 
with upper and lower mounting plates 
welded on.It is possible to back-mount 
the frame.

Standard sizes: 250 x 125 cm 
 250 x 250 cm 
 375 x 250 cm 
 500 x 250 cm 

Panorama image
The panorama image is digitally prin-
ted on high quality 3M film including 
UV protective laminate. The film is 
then laminated on to 3 mm aluminum. 
The image data can be newly created 
and changes and updates done on the 
existing panorama boards. LEDs (512 
color combinations possible) can also 
be built in, which  show the status of 
individual cable cars or lifts (open, 
closed) using various dynamic effects.

Standard sizes: 250 x 125 cm 
 250 x 250 cm 
 375 x 250 cm 

Legend
The legend captions are done with 
plotter film on anodized 3 mm alumi-
num. All runs, lifts and other systems 
shown on the panorama image are 
described in the legend captions. 
The captions also include safety 
and warning notices according to Ö 
standards.

Standard sizes: 250 x 125 cm 
 250 x 250 cm 

Open and closed displays
The LED lines display open and closed 
lifts. A red X or green checkmark 
symbolizes the status.

Ledi LED display
The Ledi LED display informs guests 
of the temperature, snow depth and 
avalanche warning level. The module 
enables the display of up to three 
lines. It is possible to connect to 
feratel weather data to display the 
temperature.

Circulating flasher lamp 
The circulating flasher lamp is activated at ava-
lanche level 3 in order to make guests aware of  
the avalanche danger away from the ski slopes.

Flashing ski slope light
The flashing ski slope light is activated upon use  
of ski slope equipment in order to inform guests  
of grooming work.

Scrolling text
LED scrolling text makes it possible to convey 
various information and warning notices to 
guests in the form of moving text.  
Both prepackaged programs and spontaneous 
messages can be displayed.

Graphics display
The LED graphics display is used in order to 
show graphics and text. The text and graphics 
can be shown as moving images.

CP LED network controller
The CP LED network controller consists of an 
inside (controller) and outside unit (Lepo).  Up 
to four Lepos can be attached per controller. 
The inside unit serves to switch on each device 
and the outside unit to operate the board.

Server hardware and software
The hardware consists of an industrial PC, Pen-
tium 4/2.6 GHz, 512 MB RAM, 40 GB fixed disc 
storage, mouse and keyboard. 
The software is equipped with  a WIN XP server, 
remote maintenance software and a Fritzcard. 
Many clients with different authorizations can 
access the server via the network.

Fast informationen 
at a glance

AT A GLANCE
>> All important information for the most up-

to-date ski run information in the region at 
a glance

>> Easy orientation with large-scale panorama 
overviews

>> Media-independent networking saves on 
expensive new cables and allows for easy 
expansion

>> Ongoing statistical documentation ensures 
reliable operation and corresponding verifi-
cation via the information displayed on the 
panorama boards at the respective time.
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Space is always tight where many cars are on the go. Especially 
in high season or on weekends, ski centers are backed up for 
kilometers with cars searching for a parking spot. This costs 
gas, energy and nerves for guests and means noise and unne-
cessary traffic on location. A parking guidance system provides 
fast and efficient relief.

A general display module independent of language helps to 
use available capacities and avoid cars searching for parking 
spots. The modules for this show symbols of occupied/vacant, 
in/out or open/closed in the form of arrows or checkmarks. If 
desired, it is even possible to control individual modules via 
mobile radio.

sitour’s core expertise is in recognizing the need for safety and 
ski area information, along with bundling and providing innova-
tive technology-supported solutions. 

Ski run guidance systems ensure clear orientation in the ski area. 
At ski run intersections and when unloading from efficient cable 
cars, ski run guidance systems simply and unmistakably indicate 
the runs throughout the winter sports area to winter enthusi-
asts. Ski run guidance systems ensure that ski guests safely 
reach their destination in accordance with their skiing ability. 
sitour creates both the related concept and the design: Guests 
are guided safely through the ski area in an informative and easy 
to remember manner. The signage systems can be delivered in 
all sizes and in colorful designs. This opens up countless combi-
nations.

Naturally, ski run guidance systems can also be equipped with 
LED displays (open, closed). Here, too, the process data for all 
boards are centrally controlled from an office. In addition to the 
concept and individual design, we also offer you various moun-
ting possibilities such as cable clamp brackets, concrete base 
ground stands, screw-type foundations and much more. And with 
the profiled frame system, sitour’s ski run guidance systems also 
score points when it comes to safety issues. 

Frame board
An aluminum board (3 mm) with a profiled edge is used for 
both ski run signage and parking guidance systems. The 
board is powder-coated in its primary color. The lettering is 
done using plotter film. Lettering via digital printing is an 
alternative design method.

Standard sizes: 250 x 125 cm 
 250 x 250 cm 
 375 x 250 cm 
 500 x 250 cm 

PLS controller
The PLS controller is the control unit for the open/closed 
display. The terminal can be controlled via a network, GSM 
or radio.

PLS module 
The PLS modules are LED displays that visualize closed 
status of lifts. A red X or green checkmark symbolizes  
the status.

Mounting
Mounting of the frame board is done using two round alumi-
num posts. Four aluminum clamps, which are easily screwed 
into the profiled edge, are attached to the posts. 

We offer three variants for attaching the posts to the ground:  
A screw-type foundation that can be turned into the ground. 
This system is suitable for locations where a foundation is not 
possible.

We also offer concrete base stands that can be buried in the 
ground. Another solution for the foundation that we offer is a 
ground socket that can be encased in concrete and anchored 
to the posts.

On your way to skiing more 
quickly and efficiently

Clear orientation in  
the ski area

AT A GLANCE
>> Easy and clear orientation in the ski area

>> Individualized concept and design

>> Profiled frame system - oriented towards 
safety

AT A GLANCE
>> Clear orientation to and around the ski area

>> Efficient parking space management

>> Mobile control

Parking Guidance SystemSki Run Guidance System
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Safety and warning signage is one of Sitour’s early products. 
We have worked on developing optimum materials for outdoor 
alpine areas for many years. 

The result is a unique epoxy fiberglass composite panel that 
is temperature resistant, stable and sturdy. The painted Sitour 
notice boards resist the elements for many years under the 
most extreme conditions. 

With a wide range of signage, Sitour covers the majority of 
needs to safely guide guests throughout the entire ski area. We 
jointly design and realize specific customer requests. 

sitour’s lift entry gates are modern yet traditional. With the fle-
xibly designed side wing, optimal integration of outside entry to 
the respective ski area or cable car is possible. 

The gate system has a high quality design with an amazingly 
simple construction. The overhead part is individually designa-
ble using LED display systems such as digital clock, running text 
or graphics displays. 

Gate construction
The basic structure of the entry gates consists of galvanized 
steel construction. Both the design and the color can be 
adapted to specific customer needs. 

In the overhead area, there is a changeable frame that can 
be attached in the officially prescribed and other informati-
on area.
 

Ski run markers
Our ski run markers ensure guests are oriented to the ski area. 
Guests are safely guided through the area by means of ski run 
marker arrows and ski run boards with the respective run numbers 
on them. 

The boards are made from high quality epoxy fiberglass composite 
panels that ensure a high level of sturdiness and a long lifespan.

Standard size:  ø 40 cm 

Digital clock
An LED digital display is integrated into the overhead area that 
gives the changing time, date and temperature. 
The temperature is measured via an integrated sensor.

System boards
In accordance with the traffic safety obligation on ski slopes, 
our wide range of system and warning signs fully inform and 
guide the guests.

This offer extends from hazard notices to boards with regula-
tions and that indicate prohibitions. The boards are available 
in both epoxy fiberglass composite panels and polystyrene-
changeable frames.

Standard size: 35 x 50 cm
 50 x 70 cm 
 50 x 50 cm (changeable frame)

Safe and informative in  
any kind of weatherModern yet traditional

AT A GLANCE
>> Variable accessories such as radio clock, 

LED clock, comics

>> Changeable gate system - folding  
profiled gates

>> Individual branding possible

AT A GLANCE
>> Ski run markers & system boards -  

traffic safety obligations

>> Best print quality and highest quality  
of materials

>> Extremely long lifespan
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DigitalSignage Banner System
The highly modern digital signage banner system presents a 
revolutionary remaking of the traditional lift entry gate via digi-
tal signage.

On three landscape format 46 inch full HD LCD screens with 
integrated PC, including graphics-capable display, you provide 
ski guests with all the important transportation information and 
up-to-date ski area information:
time, operating hours, access information, warning notices, cur-
rent ski run information from the CPS, snow information, ava-
lanche warnings, lift loads and wait times for other (connecting) 
lifts, current gastronomy information (e.g., lunch menu, live 
music,  après ski, etc.), event information, infrastructure in the 
town, region, etc.

Depending on the location and time of day, the digital signage 
software that is used enables flexible presentation of text, (live) 
images, (live) films, running text, news tickers from the Internet, 
etc.

The ski area can thus provide ongoing current information that is 
adapted to the various geographical and time needs of ski guests 
because the main issue is: In what information is the guest inte-
rested and in what place and time?

Guests can be informed and entertained with the most recent 
information in real time on three portrait format 46 inch HD LCD 
screens with integrated PC including graphics-capable display 
and LED running text.
Ski lift and run information (via CPS), live images from the pano-
rama camera, up-to-date weather data, weather forecasts (3 day 
outlook), hazard warnings, dynamic panorama overview maps 
(ski maps) of the ski areas, etc., can be transmitted directly and 
at no extra cost.

Depending on the location and time of day, the digital signage 
software that is used enables flexible presentation of text, (live) 
images, (live) films, running text, news tickers from the Internet, 
etc.

Well-known winter sports destinations such as Kitzbühel, Ischgl, 
Galtür, Ellmau, Gerlos, Zell am Ziller, Maria Alm, Silvretta-Mon-
tafon, Jerzens-Pitztal, Garmisch, Alta Badia and Val de Linares 
(Spanish Pyrenees) are already using this highly modern custo-
mer information system.

Screen
The digital signage panorama system consists of three 46 inch 
LCD panels in portrait format arranged next to each other. 
This provides a net screen diagonal of 80.5“.

With the digital signage banner system, the panels are arran-
ged next to each other in landscape format. This provides a 
net screen diagonal of 124.5“.

The screens have a radiant force of 3000 cd/m2 and are thus 
the best solution for outdoor alpine areas.

Control 
Control of the equipment is done via an industrial PC integrated 
into the housing. This PC serves as a player PC for the monitors. 

The server can be installed on the player for smaller installations 
(fewer than 4 devices). Otherwise a standalone server is necessary. 

Housing
The weather-resistant steel and aluminum construction guaran-
tees operability from -40° to + 45°C. An integrated heating and 
cooling systems in the housing ensures an optimum operating 
temperature. 

The front consists of antiglare safety glass, ensuring a perfect 
view of the screens.

Installation
We optionally provide installation on a free-standing structure 
and a solution for wall mounting. The free-standing variants 
offer many customer-specific design opportunities. Customers 
can adapt the shape and color of the construction to their 
corporate design.

Dynamic  
communication

The most modern infotain-
ment & safety systems

AT A GLANCE
>> Optimum information and  

safety services 

>> Dynamic, individualized communication

>> Proven technology

>> Customer-specific construction

AT A GLANCE
>> 2 types of digital information systems: 

Panorama & Banner

>> Total software control

>> Sophisticated content concept

>> Extensive playlist

DigitalSignage Panorama System
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The software that is used mainly depends on the content and 
screen sizes and it operates on conventional Windows PCs wit-
hout any special hardware. The digital signage we use thus gua-
rantees maximum flexibility. 

With the unique content from sitour and feratel, ski lift and run 
information from CPS, live images from the panorama camera, 
weather data and weather forecasts are all directly transmitted. 
Event information is also transmitted in real time, additional film 
and advertising and film content round out the offering and pro-
vide guests with exciting and diverse information. 

Running text, all types of news tickers from the Internet ..., none 
of this is a problem because the system guarantees maximum 
flexibility in depicting various content.

Whether it is a matter of split screens where you work with indi-
vidual channels or several monitors playing in coordination, you 
have many possibilities for the presentation. You choose indivi-
dual content (e.g., film or slideshow) and then decide how often 
you want to show what content when and where.

Network and scheduling 
The software offers the opportunity to combine various content  
automatically or according to a strict schedule.

Although specially inserted content can refer to specific time points,  
it can also be automatically ranked according to priority.

Channels
The digital signage software enables division of the screen into the 
sections you want. All sections can distribute various content. 
This again depends on the creativity of the user in using the various 
design possibilities. 

Content 
With the extensive information network from sitour and 
feratel, we can prepare diverse playback content.

By integrating live panorama images, weather data, ski lift 
and run information, as well as animated panorama  
images, we can create an extensive playback concept.

In addition, templates can be used to easily prepare and 
change ski area information.

„content is king“ 
• Live panorama images
• Weather data, up-to-date weather, 3-day outlook
• Ski lift and run information directly from CPS
• Animated panorama map
• Après ski, events
• Current headlines
• FIS rules
• Ski courses
• Gastronomy
• Tips
etc.

„content is king“
AT A GLANCE
>> Software for distributed screen  

systems on channels

>> Network capable

>> Possibility of making changes in real 
time to running programs

>> Control and content updates via the 
Internet

>> Option of integrating TV cards

>> Presentation of interactive content

>> Up-to-date, dynamic and extensive  
information in real time

>> Individualized and flexible broadcast 
according to location or time

>> Many channels optional, optimized 
scheduling, remote controlling and 
networking
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Austria
sitour Marketing GmbH 
A-6063 Rum/Innsbruck • Bundesstraße 2b • phone: +43 512 24805-0

fax: +43 512 265151 • e-mail: office@sitour.at • www.sitour.at

Italy
sitour Italia srl 
I-39040 Montagna (BZ) • Via Dolomiti 26-28 • phone: +39 0471 819044

fax: +39 0471 819043 • e-mail: sitour@sitour.it • www.sitour.it

Czech Republic
sitour Ceská republika s.r.o. 
CZ-150 00 Praha 5 • U Cikánky 158 • phone: +420 257 219900

fax: +420 257 219903 • e-mail: info@sitour.cz • www.sitour.cz

Slovakia
sitour spol. s.r.o. 
SK-974 01 Banska Bystrica • Terézie Vansovej 10 • phone: +421 48 4142197
fax: +421 48 4144081 • e-mail: sitour@sitour.sk • www.sitour.sk

Germany
sitour-werbe GmbH
D-82229 Seefeld • An der Breite 6a • phone: +49 8152 9841-0
fax: +49 8152 9841-41 • e-mail: info@sitour.de • www.sitour.de


